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Experienced course developers are very aware of the fact that there are different learning
styles among the people we train.  This is a particular challenge when designing distance
education programs because the primary mode of delivery is written text.

First, let’s examine the four basic learning styles.  Studies show that some 20% of
learners are visual/verbal learners who learn best when information is presented in a
written language format such as that which is found on the Internet or in books.  The
good news is that this is the majority of distance education learning.  The bad news is that
if you only use textual information you are leaving out 80% of the audience who prefers
to obtain their information in a different format.

Another 20% of learners are visual/nonverbal learners who learn best when information
is presented in a graphical format such as charts, graphs and on television.  If you add
these media to reinforce the points you make with text you are now reaching 40% of
learners.  Unfortunately, this is still not how the majority of learners want to receive
information.

Research shows that only 30% of all audiences favor the auditory learning style.  If you
add audio clips, music and other auditory media to the previous training program you are
now capturing 70% of the audience.

But what about the 30% of people prefer learning kinesthetically where hands-on
experience helps make the learning stick.  These are the most challenging students to
reach both via distance education and in live classroom situations.  In class, they are
constantly squirming restlessly in their seats and seem to have difficulty concentrating in
lecture classes.  Online, they are often still in physical motion while reading textual or
graphical information.

So what does culture have to do with learning style?  Over one-third of the average
audience is composed of people from diverse cultures.  Obviously, in some situations
this figure could be much higher.  Studies show that Hispanics tend to be highly
kinesthetic.   “They tend to prefer hands-on learning such as structured group exercises
and the use of drawings as opposed to listening or reading”.1   Asians tend to be much
more visual than verbal because the Asian language is based on pictures.  They tend not
to perform well when the primary mode of instruction is verbal2.  Anyone who has
spoken in Asia knows that speakers have to change to a much more visual mode of
presentation when presenting in this part of the world.

The harsh reality for course developers is that if we do not design programs using a
“multi-modal” technique it becomes very difficult to connect with one or more of the



learning style groups.  The challenge in a dierse society is to provide information in a
way that reaches all types of learners.

One of ways to reach more than one of the senses is not only to use text but also add
visual verbal technique such as PowerPoint, making an effort to incorporate charts and
graphs when appropriate for the visual nonverbal learners and add activities and games
for the kinesthetic.  While a challenge to develop, you can imagine that this can makes
for a much more interesting and engaging program for the audience.

Other ways to make your distance education programs more mutlimodal would include:
online group discussions, audio and video clips, pictures, roles plays, small group work,
etc.  The challenge is to smoothly integrate these media and activities into your training.
One you do, I think you’ll find that they will add to the impact of your programs and
make them more fun for all your students..
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